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We specialize in designing creative sustainable 

architecture & providing project management that 

delivers construction to real budgets & timelines. 

 

Based in Melbourne, Australia we have designed award 

winning sustainable buildings across the city’s Inner 

North, Bayside & Eastern suburbs and surrounding 

coastal and rural locations. 

 

Our Buildings work with the environment and are a 

pleasure to occupy. 

 

Our creative sustainable designs have won the Australian 

Timber Design Awards Young Designer Award, Environ 

BPN Sustainability Award, Look Home Green Design 

Award and were finalists in the Australian Institute of 

Architects, Victorian chapter, Sustainable Architecture 

Awards. 

 

 

SUSTAINABILITYSUSTAINABILITYSUSTAINABILITYSUSTAINABILITY    

Our sustainable design method employs proven 

techniques of passive solar design, natural ventilation & 

thermal efficiency making our buildings naturally 

comfortable.  

 

CREATIVITYCREATIVITYCREATIVITYCREATIVITY    

Our creativity enables us to execute environmentally 

sustainable design within the constraints imposed on 

sites and turn pragmatic, scientific theory into unique 

beautiful architecture. 

 

DELIVERYDELIVERYDELIVERYDELIVERY    

Our project management method revolves around 

regular real assessment of the brief, budget and timelines 

empowering our clients to make informed decisions 

throughout the design, documentation & construction 

process. 

We have built, hands-on, many of our own designs 

affording us unique expertise in practicality & cost-

effectiveness. 

 

 

CONTACTCONTACTCONTACTCONTACT    

0402 833 422 

ben@bencallery.com.au 

bencallery.com.au 
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Here’s what some of our Clients have had to say: 

 

“Ben has worked with us through all stages of our home 

renovation - design, development, council approval, 

documentation, tendering/negotiation, and project 

management. He has brought imagination, knowledge, solid 

experience, an eye for detail and a good work ethic to the 

project. He has listened to us, but brought extra back - which 

has given a better result than just agreeing with us or telling 

us what (we thought) we wanted to hear.  

Arrangements and relationships have been refreshingly 

transparent and respectful.” 

-Tim, client, Northcote, Melbourne. 

 

 

“We enjoyed working with Ben – it was stress-free; and he 

was very good at presenting and discussing different options 

and ideas as the project progressed.  We had confidence in 

not only his advice, but also the advice of other professionals 

he had helped us choose.  We have no hesitation in 

recommending Ben as an Architect and Project Manager.” 

-Rob, client, Bayside Melbourne. 

 

 

"Ben engaged with our community to understand our needs, 

then designed the transformation of the disused school 

building into a modern, welcoming and warm facility that 

enriches the parish of St Ambrose and the broader Brunswick 

community."   

-Michael, client, St Ambrose, Brunswick, Melbourne. 

 

 

“We hired Ben to design and project manage the building of 

our beach house. Ben did a fabulous job and we would highly 

recommend him as an architect and project manager. He is a 

good listener and took our ideas, combined them with his 

experience, knowledge and creativity to produce a plan we 

were very happy with. He helped us find a great builder and 

worked with him to make a beautiful house that we love. 

From start to finish Ben was very professional, well 

organised, good with deadlines, a good communicator, he 

looked for solutions and was flexible in his approach. One of 

the challenges which he handled very well was working with 

us long distance as we were living in Europe, he was based in 

Melbourne and our project was in coastal Victoria. He was 

able to work with us via telephone, email and the occasional 

face to face meeting and it all went smoothly. Similarly with 

managing the project long distance, Ben worked very well 

with the builder. It was overall a very good experience.” 

-Janine, client, Singapore & Melbourne. 

 


